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4 – Indexes to Fiction in Time (1879-91), Murray's (1887-91), and the Quarto (1896-98). no. 5- Index to Fiction in The Lady's Realm [no dates]. Index to fiction in The Lady's realm (Victorian fiction research guides) on Amazon.com.

*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Holdings: The Lady's realm. Periodicals - Scarce and decorative antiquarian books and first.
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The month and issue number for The Lady's Realm: Indexes to Fiction, by Margaret Versteeg et al. ""The Lady's Realm"" was a British women's magazine published from 1896 until 1914 who produced an index of the fiction published in ""The Lady's Realm", detect Index to fiction in The lady's realm / compiled by Margaret Versteeg. . ? Index by author and by issue to the pulp fiction issues of Argosy between . #5: The Lady's Realm (1896-1915) by Sue Thomas, M. Versteeg & J. Huddleston Dictionary of Nineteenth-century Journalism in Great Britain and . - Google Books Result The Lady's Realm: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine. It was begun by Hutchinson's in November 1896 as an illustrated monthly magazine aimed at an upper class or aspiring middle class audience. In 1909, with Volume 27, the journal was briefly taken over by Stanley Paul and in 1910 The Lady's Realm The Lady's Realm: Indexes to Fiction . Note: Victorian Fiction Research Guides #5; 1981.